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d'Oro (Golden Book), was * closed' in 1297, but in point of
fact new names were admitted from time to time, according
as certain men or families had done well for iheir country.
In the eighteenth century the Treasury was exhausted in con-
sequence of the expenses and debts of the Turkish wars, and
the revenue was declining. To help the finances admissions
were made to the Golden Book for money. In 1775 no less
than forty new families were thus admitted to the Patriciate.
The names of new entrants of various dates show that the
Republic was commercial and cosmopolitan in its outlook; it
welcomed capable strangers within its citizenry, Signor Mol-
menti, extracting names from the Republic's muniments, found
among others the following names of new nobles: Van Axel
and Gheltof, from Holland; Widmann, a German merchant *
Fonseca, from Spain, in the sugar trade; Cotoni, Greel
bankers; besides a large number of natives from the Venetiar
country provinces, who had come into the city and made for-
tunes as sausage-makers, wool merchants, corn chandlers, sill
merchants, dyers, glass-makers, cattle-dealers, jewellers. Tht
old nobility, however, who were rather arrogant and proud in
the wrong sense, kept the Golden Book, on principle, closed;
they refused to treat the new nobles as their social equals, and
tried to reserve all political influence to themselves.1
The Great Council, or corporation of nobles, numbering
over 600, appointed the Senate, which was the legislative body
of the Republic, and the Council of Ten, which was a kind of
permanent Committee of Public Safety, and was, in effect,
the real executive power of the State. At the head of the
Republic was the Doge, elected for life by the Great Council,
and assisted by a Cabinet. The Government (generally called
the Signiory) was shrouded in secrecy; no inkling of its debates
or intentions was given to the people, the large, unenfranchised
portion of the State. This secrecy was part of the political
art of the Venetian governing class. The State was awful, and
must be obeyed; terror haunted the evil-doer. Actually justice,
which was in the hands of paid judges, independent of the
1 P. Mofcnenti, op. dt*> Part III, vol, i, pp. 25-06.

